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MINDFULNESS
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“Mindfulness is the aware, balanced
acceptance of the present
experience. It is opening to or
receiving the present moment,
pleasant or unpleasant, just as it is,
without either clinging to it or
rejecting it.”
–Sylvia Boorstein
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In the 1970s meditation was a hip
thing to practice but not taken
seriously as an area for scientific
study.
Over the past four decades there has
been a merging of Western
psychological thought, traditional
contemplative studies (primarily from
the East) & major advancements in
neuroscience.
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1980s a handful of articles but in 2018
over 1000 scholarly articles. This chart
from the mindfulness journal illustrates
the increased interest by the number
of studies published just with the
American Mindfulness Journal.
Today, meditation is very popular - but
be cautious about websites & apps
claiming “scientific” backing. Look for
books, peer reviewed studies and
scholarly articles.
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Levels of Meditation
Level 1 - ancient practices of Theravada Buddhism,
Tibetan yogis - meditation is a way of life.
Level 2 - monks or yogis in the West - perhaps lost some
of the original practices over time or through the crosscultural journey
Level 3 - active practitioners of MBSR (mindfulness based
stress reduction) or TM (Transcendental Meditation)
Level 4 - mindfulness at your desk, meditation apps

Level 1 - These are yogis that are life
practitioners. In studies w/ EEG &
fMRI yogis demonstrate:
Eﬀortless concentration - quick to
place their attention & little to no eﬀort
to hold their attention.
Yogis are more connected to their
bodies, specifically their hearts
Most significantly, yogis’ brain states
at rest resemble the brain states of
others while they meditate.
Research shows limited benefits at
Level 4 but nonetheless, this is where
access begins. The most benefit
occurs with regular, daily, intentional
practice.
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Neuroplasticity

Neuroplasticity: The brain’s ability to
form new neural connections
throughout life. Neuroscience is
demonstrating that our experiences
shape our brains.
Neuroplasticity is the foundation of
how mindfulness works - it is
theorized that as meditation trains the
mind, it reshapes the brain.
Neuroscience research is beginning to
demonstrate this.
We can build calm, focused pathways
& every time we meditate we reinforce
these pathways.
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Amygdala & Emotional Regulation
Our “fight or flight”
responder, important in
managing stress & anxiety
30 hours of intentional
MBSR practice shows
dampened stress activity
Meditation allows us to
remain more Calm &
Regulate our Emotions

Long-term practice (1000+ hours)
shows greater functional connectivity
w/ prefrontal areas that manage
emotion.

Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) &
Attention
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Diﬀerent types of meditation train
diﬀerent types of attention. MBSR
strengthens selective attention, long
term Vipassana strengthens attention
& working memory.
Even for beginners 8-10 minutes a day
of mindfulness practice lessens mindwandering, aids in improved focus/
concentration & improved working
memory.

Connects, balances & integrates the amygdala with the prefrontal cortex.
(motivation, social awareness, intuition, empathy & self-consciousness)
Meditation improves this connection & attentional control.

About 10 hours of mindfulness
practice over two weeks - strengthens
attention & working memory. In
studies with college students it led to
substantially improved scores on the
graduate school entrance exam.
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Meditation as Psychotherapy:
Multiple (47 studies) show that
meditation can lead to decreases in
severe depression, anxiety & pain about as much as medications.
Reduce psychological stress for
patients suﬀering trauma, esp. those
with PTSD.
Melding of mindfulness with cognitive
therapy, (MBCT) is well-validated as a
psychological treatment option.
Long Term Benefits:
In research studies with individuals
having 1,000+ hours of practice
demonstrate more robust results: (as
we would expect - stronger circuits,
connections)...
Lowered reactivity to stress
Lessened inflammation
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In summary,
Mindfulness & meditation benefit us
all, particularly our ability to regulate
our emotions, reduce stress & improve
our attentiveness.
Even developing a small, daily
meditation practice will reap positive
benefits. At JHS, we have begun to
integrate some of these small level 4
types of practice in hopes that
students will begin to identify, access
& experience the importance of
mindfulness in their own lives.
For even greater benefits, regular,
long-term practice is recommended.
Find a good teacher & develop an
intentional meditation practice.
Teachers can provide detailed and
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Book Recommendations
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The Ignatian Examen
as Meditative Prayer
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The Ignatian Examen Prayer
Taken from the Spiritual Exercises
Prayerful reflection on events:
For what is one grateful
Consolations and desolations
How has God been present
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Power of Imagination in the Examen
To recreate moments of
gratitude, consolation, and
desolation
To deepen our understanding
of ourselves and our actions
To reflect more intentionally
on how God works in our lives
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Balancing Tech Use in 21st Century

Tech for education,
positive social
connections, etc.

Negative uses or
over-use of tech
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Screentime in iOS 12
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Do Not Disturb!
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Managing Notifications
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Apps for Mindfulness
Free for
teachers!

Happify

**Free limited versions available; full versions
require subscriptions.
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Demo
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https://blog.calm.com
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